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For most private equity groups (PEGs),
establishing more effective procurement practices
across their portfolio of companies offers the
promise of significant cost savings – which,
of course, means a boost to the bottom line.
Yet this opportunity to increase earnings often
is overlooked, underutilized, or abandoned
when challenges arise.
While there is no single, one-size-fits-all
solution, the application of certain
recognized best practices can help an
investor group implement a more effective
portfolio procurement program. Defining
and executing a strategy that best fits
your organization’s management culture
is essential for driving the intended
bottom-line value.

The promise and potential of
strategic sourcing
Elevating the role of procurement is
one of the most obvious cost-saving
opportunities in nearly every merger
or acquisition. Industry experience
suggests that applying a broader, more
strategic, and more integrated approach
to purchasing ultimately can lead to as
much as a 2% to 5% increase in earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization (EBITDA).
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Achieving such results does not necessarily
require the establishment of a centralized,
cross-portfolio procurement function – in
many instances, such an approach would
be inappropriate. Rather, it requires an
approach in which management recognizes
procurement as a strategic priority and
then develops a procurement approach
that is tailored to its portfolio. The degree
of centralization and control will vary,
depending on a variety of factors that
are unique to each organization. What is
consistent, however, is the application
of procurement best practices across
the portfolio in order to drive further
improvements in EBITDA.
The potential for such an earnings boost
is readily apparent when viewed in the
context of other common benchmarks. In
manufacturing businesses, for example, it
is not unusual for vendor expenditures to
amount to 30% to 50% of the revenues.
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And a typical manufacturing company
might see as much as 50% of its vendor
expenditures tied to the cost of direct
materials. In such situations, taking
advantage of procurement opportunities
across a company or a portfolio of
companies offers material cost-saving
and, when done correctly, operational
improvements and administrative
efficiencies as well.
Understandably, most manufacturers focus
on running in as lean a manner as possible,
which means holding down administrative
and management costs. As a consequence,
many procurement teams lack the time,
resources, expertise, and organizational
support that are needed to execute
strategic sourcing effectively.

Where PEGs can get off track
Despite the advantages of a more strategic
procurement management model, real
challenges do exist – and they often stifle
private equity firms’ attempts to execute. In
many cases, management does not focus
seriously on procurement until the need for
cost savings is imperative. This can cause
PEG executives to overlook the potential
strategic value of proper vendor alignment
and the ongoing bottom-line value that the
procurement function can add.
One of the most common mistakes PEGs
often make is thinking that strategic
sourcing is all about cross-portfolio
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procurement and that establishing a single
portfoliowide agreement for parcel freight,
office supplies, or other common spend
categories is the right place to start. This
misunderstanding can lead management
down the wrong path to begin with or
cause it to dismiss implementing a program
altogether. Many PEGs miss the boat
by not formally considering alternative
strategies that could be used to achieve
similar outcomes.
Regardless of the procurement strategy that
is enacted, operations likely will encounter
many challenges along the way. Challenges
might include difficulties in overcoming the
power of entrenched supplier relationships,
fear of supply disruption, organizational
pride at the portfolio company (portco)
level, and lack of leadership support from
the executive team. Such perceptions
and issues often bring a program launch
to a stop quickly – or cause PEGs not to
act at all.
Portco procurement teams often
insist – with some justification – that their
sourcing and supply chain challenges are
unique, requiring specialized expertise
or experience. In many cases, these
arguments hold at least some merit,
yet they do not outweigh the potential
benefits that strategic sourcing can
deliver. Moreover, such specialized
requirements almost always can be
readily accommodated in a balanced and
well-structured approach.
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A closely related concern is fear over the
disruption of critical vendor contracts.
Again, this concern is understandable, but
a properly structured and implemented
sourcing strategy will minimize the potential
impact of any disruption.

Strong sourcing requires consistent
follow-through and a willingness to
walk away from a bad deal.
Another common implementation roadblock
is a lack of high-level organizational
support. Lukewarm support from the
top often reflects a tendency to discount
the monetary impact that a strategic
approach to sourcing actually could
deliver. Inadequate resources or a lack of
commitment to change management can
seriously damage a strategic sourcing
initiative. Strong sourcing requires
consistent follow-through and a willingness
to walk away from a bad deal. High-level
organization support is essential in order to
negotiate from a position of strength.
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Management also should take care not
to underestimate – or overestimate – the
time and resources that implementing a
more center-led procurement strategy
will require. Overestimating the challenge
can prevent the project from ever getting
underway, which is why so many private
equity organizations find themselves
considering portfolio procurement
strategies year after year without ever
moving forward. On the other hand,
underestimating the effort that will be
involved can be equally damaging, leading
to disillusionment and abandonment before
significant benefits are achieved.
Another program-ending hazard is the
temptation to implement an “opt-in”
program. Because of all the concerns
just listed, portfolio companies often are
allowed to opt out of whatever program
is developed or to support an effort only
haphazardly. When the savings prove to be
less than expected, such opt-in programs
often end up being abandoned altogether.
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Finding the right balance
No single, one-size-fits-all approach to
strategic sourcing exists that works best in
every organization. Each PEG has its own
priorities, strengths, and weaknesses – and
each has its own personality. A successful
implementation strategy needs to reflect
those characteristics.
Once management understands that
strategic sourcing is not necessarily
synonymous with cross-portfolio
procurement, it can begin evaluating the
degree of centralized control the PEG
should exert over its portfolio companies’
procurement functions. Broadly speaking,
the choice will come down to some
variation of three general approaches:
1. In one approach, a highly centralized,
cross-portfolio procurement operation
exercises control over many or all
categories of spend.
2. A blended approach is center-led but not
centralized. The central PEG procurement
group controls selected categories
of spend, where a particular need for
intervention or an obvious opportunity
to add value exists. But for other
categories, the procurement group limits
its involvement in portco operations to a
supporting role.
3. In a highly decentralized approach, the
central procurement group offers targeted
support and specialized expertise in
certain critical spend categories but does
not impose controls or requirements on
portco company operations.
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Which approach is most appropriate
depends on factors such as portfolio size
and complexity as well as the number and
nature of the industries represented in
the portfolio. For example, if the portfolio
encompasses multiple companies in the
same or related industries, with similar
or comparable spend categories and
specialized requirements, cross-portfolio
procurement can offer many advantages,
including greater volume leverage and
in-depth expertise in select categories.
Determining the most appropriate approach
also depends on the PEG’s overall
management approach. Some PEGs take
an activist role in running their companies,
working closely with portco executive
teams and exercising significant control
over operational issues. Others are more
passive, providing financing, tools, and
leadership but relying on strong company
management teams to run the business.
If the management approach is highly active
and involved in day-to-day operational
issues, and the portco’s industry alignment
is tight, a more centralized, cross-portfolio
approach to procurement is a natural
fit, especially for common purchase
categories such as freight, packaging,
and selling, general, and administrative
expenses. In addition, when the portfolio
comprises several companies in related
industries, significant advantages can be
realized by exercising centralized control
over major spend categories, such as
critical raw materials or components in a
manufacturing business.
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At the opposite end of the spectrum, a PEG
that generally exercises little input into its
portcos’ daily operations likely will take a less
direct approach. This often is the case when
the PEG does not have a majority ownership
share in some or all of its subsidiaries. In
such instances, the PEG management team
can add value by providing input regarding
recognized best practices in strategic
sourcing and procurement and by supporting
the individual portco procurement teams with
training, tools, and outside resources. Some
organizations also establish specialized
procurement teams they can dispatch to
portcos to help out on an as-needed basis to
provide a targeted lift.
Ultimately, most PEGs are likely to benefit
most from a blend of these approaches –
neither completely centralized nor completely
hands-off. In addition, instances might occur
in which the PEG needs to take a surgical
approach to centralized procurement,
intervening with stronger cross-portfolio
control given a particular need for
intervention or an obvious opportunity to
add value, but stopping short of mandating
centralized control across the entire portfolio.
An approach that is too centralized can result
in critical sourcing decisions being made by
generalists rather than experts. Achieving the
right balance is critical.
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Critical elements of a
successful program
Regardless of which management style or
approach is appropriate for a particular situation,
most successful cross-portfolio procurement
programs share some common features. The first
and most obvious of these is strong support from
the group’s executive leadership. Other important
success factors include:
• A dedicated, experienced procurement leader
who is charged with building and managing
the program. This means the PEG is willing to
invest in such a leader and charges him or her
with managing both portco-specific and crossportfolio initiatives.
• A broad, expansive view of what spend
categories are eligible for inclusion in the effort.
Office supplies, freight, and other categories
are common. A more comprehensive view
will encompass mission-critical supply chain
categories as well.
• An assertive stance on portco participation
across common spend categories. Whenever
possible, “You can opt in” should be replaced
with “You will opt in.”
• An understanding of the necessity of
negotiating globally and executing locally. Bestin-class performers recognize that, in addition
to supporting meaningful EBITDA growth, a
private equity procurement program also can
build competitive advantage by delivering
improved performance and service levels.
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Road map for launching crossportfolio procurement
The fundamental management philosophy
that is exemplified by the points just
listed can provide a good foundation for
a portfoliowide procurement strategy.
But ultimately a successful program also
requires a workable framework and a
practical implementation plan. Here are
some necessary steps that management
should take during the critical first six
months after launching such an effort:
1. Invest in strong leadership. The leader
charged with building a strategic sourcing
initiative should have relevant operational
and industry experience as well as the
demonstrated ability to communicate
effectively at all levels in both the portfolio
organization and the portco procurement
operations. The right leader will be
capable of firming up the program’s
vision, selling the value proposition
internally, and enhancing the program’s
credibility by delivering some early
momentum-building wins.
2. Establish a procurement center of
excellence. Procurement often is regarded
as an administrative function that in many
organizations is ill-equipped to play a
strategic role. All too often it is not staffed
with career procurement professionals,
lacks a centralized view of spend, and
must work with less-than-optimal market
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data, tools, and processes. To overcome
these challenges, PEGs should take
advantage of top procurement resources
from each portfolio company to create a
“procurement center of excellence,” which
will play many important roles. In addition
to overall program governance, the center
will aid in cross-portfolio project selection
and evaluations, drive the completion
of specific assignments, and support
the implementation of solutions by
monitoring and limiting the use of
unauthorized suppliers.
3. Develop a portfoliowide view of spend.
A focused supplier-level cross-portfolio
spend analysis will give clarity on which
spend categories are addressable and
which are not. It also will provide an
initial view of near-term opportunities
and priorities. It is acceptable at this
early stage to build a road map with a
less-than-perfect view – what matters at
this point is getting a handle on the top
80% of spend, understanding how each
portfolio company views the importance
of these various supplier relationships, and
identifying which are governed by formal
agreements or contracts. Benchmarking
against recognized industry practices at
this point also can add value by helping
the team to recognize potential early
wins and understand where long-term
strategies need to be implemented.
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4. Identify and engage needed resources.
Regardless of the size and depth of
the private equity procurement team, a
successful effort eventually will require the
assistance of other category or industry
specialists such as third-party logistics
companies, contract and request-forproposal management software providers,
and industry-specific sourcing specialists.
The PEG procurement team should focus
on identifying, evaluating, and selecting
any third-party resources that might be
needed to augment the team.
5. Score some early, quick wins. Early
strategic sourcing wins that deliver solid
results can help build and maintain
executive support for the program.
Often this is best accomplished by
selecting a few noncritical, commoditytype categories that can be converted
to cross-portfolio sourcing strategies
within the first six months of the project’s
launch. Common examples include office
supplies; general maintenance, repair,
and operations supplies; janitorial and
sanitation supplies; telecommunications
services; and parcel freight service.
Such commodity-type categories are
less complex than highly specialized
goods and services, and they are likely
to generate less-intense portco-level
objections. Suppliers in commodity-type
categories also are likely to compete
more aggressively.
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6. Follow up with in-depth portco
assessments. Within the first six months
of the program’s launch, the program
leader should assess each portfolio
company’s operations, procurement
organization, and vendor spend profile
in order to lay the groundwork for
more strategic cross-portfolio program
initiatives. Each of these procurement
assessments should address three
major components:
Industry-specific research. Begin by
researching each portfolio company’s
industry-specific purchasing dynamic.
The criticality of purchasing and
how the process is administered
is very different by industry. For
example, many small- to middle-size
service companies might not have
a purchasing department or even a
specific person who is responsible
for managing procurement. On
the other hand, even the smallest
manufacturing company is likely to
have dedicated resources for managing
the procurement of direct materials.
The vendor base and critical purchase
categories also will vary greatly by
industry. Understanding such industryspecific purchasing issues is essential
to building credibility.
High-level spend analytics.
Proper cost management depends
on purchase spend visibility,
which is consistently poor in most
organizations. The primary reason for
this is most organizations allocate and
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report expenses by general ledger
accounts, which do not necessarily
align with the procurement function’s
cost management approach. To
overcome this shortcoming, each
portfolio company could be asked
to complete a targeted spend profile
survey. Another approach would be to
have each portfolio company submit a
spend-by-supplier report showing the
vendor name, total spend for a defined
period, and a category description of
the top vendors. Spend analysis can
get cumbersome and complicated,
so in the early stages it is better to
keep requests for data simple and
focused on the major spend categories,
leaving the stock-keeping-unit-level
details for later.
Procurement organization evaluation.
The last component of the portfolio
company assessments involves
meeting with the primary stakeholder
groups, including the private equity
deal or operating team, the portfolio
company executives and procurement
leaders, and the individual companies’
operating-level procurement personnel.
In addition to identifying potential
strengths, weaknesses, and integration
opportunities, the program leader also
should take this opportunity to build
and strengthen relationships within the
portfolio companies and to identify
additional candidates whose skills
could enhance the procurement center
of excellence team.
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As portfolio companies make the transition
from traditional procurement operations
to a strategic and integrated program, the
PEG-level supply chain leadership team
must be ready to support their efforts with
guidance and necessary resources. A
successful effort can deliver measurable

and significant cost savings directly to the
bottom line while at the same time opening
the door to other benefits, including
improved operational alignment to the
supply base as well as more responsive and
productive vendor relationships.
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